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BEST PRACTICES FOR LIGHTING

USE NATURAL LIGHT WHEN POSSIBLE

Evaluate your work area at the time of day of your presentation. Use natural light  

complemented by overhead and additional lights, as needed.

KEEP WINDOWS IN FRONT OF YOU

A window located directly behind you can cast you in shadow on a sunny day.

Use the sunlight to your advantage by positioning your workstation so you are facing the  

window, which will illuminate your face.

USE A THREE-POINT LIGHTING STRATEGY:

1. PRIMARY LIGHT:

The main light used to illuminate you should be directly behind your camera,  

illuminating you head-on. Where possible, use natural light!

2. FILLER LIGHTS:

The secondary light source should complement your primary light source to illuminate  

your upper body. Overhead lights should be avoided.

3. BACK LIGHT:

An optional third light source in the room can illuminate your background. Overhead  

lights (that are not directly located over your workspace) can function as the back light.
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MAKE SURE THE CAMERA IS PLACED AT EYE LEVEL

This will ensure you are looking directly at the audience. You can adjust your 

camera height or your chair.

BEST PRACTICES FOR WEBCAM

BE FAMILIAR WITH THE WEBCAM

Knowing how to access the webcam software will help you to adjust the webcam  

for the best possible picture.

AVOID DISTRACTING BACKGROUNDS

Once you set up your lighting and equipment, make sure to check your 

surroundings, especially behind you, to make sure there are no distracting colours 

or movement (for example, a window leading to a hallway with high traffic).

HAVE PROPER PLACEMENT OF THE WEBCAM

You should be facing the camera head-on. Place the camera that your upper

torso is visible; avoid placing the camera too low or too close to your face. Use the 

rule of  thirds to align your upper torso centrally in the webcam image.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR MICROPHONE

DON’T TOUCH THE MICROPHONE WHEN LIVE

Adjusting or moving the microphone when presenting live will make loud noises  

and can disrupt the audience and the on-demand recording.

USE EXTERNAL MICROPHONES IF AVAILABLE

Microphones built into computers and cameras are often lower quality. The 

mobility of an external microphone allows you to place it in the optimal location for

best sound quality.

CHECK FOR GOOD AUDIO PLACEMENT

The microphone should be close to your mouth but not so close to pick up your

breathing or popping "p’s" or other interference.

TEST AUDIO LEVELS

Make sure the volume is loud enough to hear but does not pick up background 

noise or static.

LIMIT INTERFERENCE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE

Turn off cell phones, fans, computer speakers, or anything else that may interfere

with your presentation.
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CHECK - CHECK - CHECKLIST!

EQUIPMENT

Stay connected - Make sure you have a  

stable internet connection – it is best to use  

an ethernet cable.

You are in charge - Ensure that your  computer 

and audio/lighting/video equipment  are fully

charged.

Light up your presentation - Natural light  

behind the screen/camera is preferred. Two  

small lamps on either side of your computer,  

placed slightly behind the camera, is a  

simple way to achieve attractive lighting.

Speak up - It is best to use an external  

microphone and external camera for best  

sound and video quality. Make sure you have  

tested them prior to the conference!

ENVIRONMENT

Keep it simple - Use the same equipment

for all rehearsals and tests that you will be

using on the day of the conference.

Minimise distractions - Turn off your phone  

and exit any programs that might display  

notifications.

Eyes on you - Set your camera at eye level.

Shhhhh! Sit in a quiet room, close the door  

and windows to minimise external audio.

Keep hydrated - Keep a glass of water  

close at hand – just in case!

Let it go - Make doubly sure you are not  

holding or tapping any objects, like a pencil  

or your computer mouse, as your microphone  

will pick up this background noise.

MEETING PREPARATION

Join a rehearsal - We want to ensure a  

smooth event for our faculty members.  

Joining a rehearsal to familiarise yourself  

with the platform, procedure, and session  

run-down with our technical team will set you  

up for success!

Timing is everything - Arrive at your  webinar 

early and respect the time limits for  your

presentation.

Practice makes perfect - Practicing in  

advance will set you at ease and help you  

identify areas of improvement (audio issues,  

speaking too quickly, etc.)

A picture’s worth 1,000 words - The  most 

engaging digital presentations makes  

generous use of images and anecdotes to  

keep participants engaged.

Question Mark?! Prepare 3-5 questions for  

the moderator to ask at the beginning of your  

presentation to get the ball rolling.

Dress rehearsal - If you have a recorded  

presention but will answer live to questions,  

consider wearing the same clothing to avoid  

a jarring transition.

Key Needs: It is imperative that you have a functional  

microphone and a stable internet connection. The  

most important aspect of your presentation delivery  

is the sound and connection – if we can hear you  

and you are connected, you can still deliver your  

presentation even if your video fails.


